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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let x(t) E D(R) be the solution of the following initial-value problem in a 
real Hilbert space H (with norm jl . /j and inner product (-, .)): 
Xt + Bx 3 0, x(0) = f, f E D(4). (1) 
Here A is a multivalued maximal monotone nonlinear operator. This means 
that A is monotone, 
(2’1 - 0, ) Xl - X*) > 0 vx, ) xg E D(A) and Vv, E 8~~ , Vva EZ Ax, , 
and that the graph of A in H x H has no proper extensions as a monotone set 
[l, p. 33; 2, pp. 22, 241. Th e existence of a semigroup T(t) of contractions on. 
D(A) solving problem (1) is discussed, e.g., by Barbu [I, p. 1041 and Brezis 
[2, p. 541. Of interest in this paper are the fixed points of these contractions, 
i.e., elements x* such that T(t) X* = x* Vt > 0. We are interested in knowing 
whether x(t) = T(t) f converges to a fixed point as t ---f 00, and if so, how. The 
fixed points are exactly those points x* E D(A) such that 0 G Ax*. We suppose 
thatF # IZI is the set of fixed points. With this assumption it is easily shown that 
x(t) is bounded [6, Theorem 3.81. 
Bruck [4, p. 171 gives a sufficient condition on the operator d for weak 
convergence of x(t) to an element x* EF; this condition, discussed below, is 
called demipositivity. Pazy [6, Theorem 2.11 gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition for weak convergence in terms of the weak limit set w,(f), which 
always exists if F # 5. Namely, Pazy postulates that We CF. The relatively 
less developed. theory of strong convergence is well covered by Dafermos and 
Slemrod [5] and by Pazy [6, Sect. 31. 
Herein we examine demipositive operators as a class and perceive three types 
of such operators that might, with benefit, receive special treatment. 
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Section 2 presents the general review needed to support the later sections; 
Section 3 discusses the main results of the paper; the proofs are gathered in 
Section 4. Acknowledgments are at the end of the paper. 
2. GENEW CONSIDERATIONS 
According to Brezis [2, p. 541, x(t) is Lipschitz continuous, 0 < t < 03, 
and xt(t) is bounded uniformly almost everywhere; in fact I] xt Ijrn < (/ /!Of[] 
where /I . Ijrn is the norm in the spaceL”(0, co; H), and A0 is the minimal section 
of A [2, pp. 28,291. M oreover we have the exact equality 
g + AOX = 0, t > 0, 
where d+x/dt denotes the right derivative. (We note that equality also holds in (2) 
with the two-sided derivative, almost everywhere for t > 0.) Further, 
= II A0x(t)lI E 4, t >o, (3) 
which states that I/ A”x(t)ll decreases with increasing t [2, Theorem 3.11. 
Consider now any element y E F. Of course unless x(t) + y, ]I x(t) - y Ij does 
not vanish as t + co. Generally we can compute as follows, as does Bruck 
[4, p. 171: 
; g I/ x(t) - y 112 = ; g (x(t) - y, x(t) - y) = (2 ) x(t) - y) 
= -(AOx( x(t) - y) < 0, t > 0. (4) 
In (4) we have used (2) and the monotonicity of A. (Equation (4) also holds 
with two-sided differentiation, almost everywhere in t.) Thus // x(t) - y j/ = E I, 
and lim,,, j] x(t) - y /I = p(y) > 0 exists. 
Following Bruck and using (4), we define, given y E F, 
Then 
/l(t) = - ; 2 11 x(t) - y 112 = (AOx( x(t) - y) > 0. (5) 
j-= h(t) dt = ; 6 ; /I x(t) - y II2 
0 
dt = -Q: [I x(t) - y IIs - I] x(0) - y I/‘}; 
this integral therefore exists. Thus h(t) ~Lr(0, co), and there exist sequences 
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-hLS> L -+ 00, such that lim R*m h(t,J = 0. These are the (*) sequences of Bruck 
relative to the elementy E F [4, p. 171. From (5) we write 
lim+inf(Jl”x(t), x(t) - y) = 0 BjrgF. (6) 
It may be seen that h(t) is bounded: 
0 < h(t) < 11 AOx(t)l~ . 11 x(t) - y /I < I/ AO@ll . !I x(O) - 3’ II < a2 (7) 
where we have used (5), (4), and (3). Note that in cases where A has the property 
that 11 AO~(t)lj ---f 0 as t + co, or that x(t) -+y, we have the actual limit in (6) 
(as opposed to the limit inferior). These cases often arise [4, pp. 20-22; 5; 6, 
Corollary 2.5, Theorem 3.1; see also Section 3 of this paper]. 
Since F f a, the solution x(t) of (1) is b ounded, as now can also be seen from 
(4). Thus given any (*) sequence {t,J (whence by definition, 
l&(aox(t,), X(&J - y) = 0 
for given y E F), we can extract a subsequence (t,J such that x(Q +wk x.* 
as k ---f zo. Here x* is some weak limit, and we have used the weak precom- 
pactness of the set {x(t); t > 01. Bruck [4, p. 171 defines an operator A to be 
demipositize if there exists an element y. E F such that, for any given sequence 
{zc,J in D(<12) with X, -+wk P, and for which (un , X, - yo) + 0 as n + ‘x, 
withu, E AX, ,/I z.1, I/ bounded, it can be shown that 2 EP. 
This is admittedly a cumbersome statement, but it is seen to be exactly what 
one needs in connection with (8) to conclude that the weak limit x* belongs to F. 
Then x* EF implies, by direct steps, the weak convergence of x(t) to the fixed 
point Y* [4, pp. 17-191. 
This paper is written with the hope that the apparent enigmatic nature of the 
definition of demipositive operators might hereby be somewhat mitigated. It 
should be mentioned that Bruck gives five very interesting exemplifications of 
this notion [4, p. 20, Theorem 31. 
3. TYPES OF DEMIPOSITIVE OPERATORS WITH CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES 
According to Bruck, the hypothesis that A be demipositive is a sufficient 
condition that the solution x(t) of (1) converge weakly as f - co to an element 
x* E F, [4, Theorem 11. It is not hard to see, however, that if we use a weakened 
definition of demipositivity, namely, if we involve the semigroup solution 
x(t) = T(t)f generated by the operator iz in the definition, then this “~r~~ak 
demipositiuity” is necessary as well as sufficient. 
DEFIKITION 1. Consider a maximal monotone operator --I, and the unique 
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solution x(t) generated for (1) with some initial elementfE D(A). A is said to be 
weakly demipositive if for any f E D(A) there exist an element y,, E F and a 
sequence {tn}, t, > 0, t, --t cc as n --f co, such that (Aox( x(t.n) - yo) + 0 
and I -+wk x0 jointly imply that x0 E F. 
THEOREM 1. In order that the solution x(t) of (1) cornverge weakly as t -+ CSQ 
to a limit x* E F, it is necessary and su@icient that A be weakly demipositive. 
Th e proof, trivial with the help of Bruck’s work, is indicated in Section 4. 
The authors believe that neither of the above definitions of demipositivity is 
easy to understand or apply. Letting the notion of weak demipositivity stand, 
however, as denoting an interesting collection of operators, the authors now 
propose a classification according to the asymptotic behavior of the decreasing 
sequence (AOx( as t + co (see (3)). 
DEFINITION 2. We define the following types of maximal monotone 
operators, with respect to the principal (minimal) section AD. 
(a) Type 1: {z40x(t,J} converges strongly to the null element, for some (*) 
sequence (t.n> (i.e., {tn} such that h(t,) -+ 0 for some y EF; see (5)). 
(b) Type 2: VJ”GJl converges weakly to the null element, for some (*) 
sequence. 
(c) Type 3: (AOx( need not converge weakly to the null element for 
any (*) sequence. 
Note. From the weak precompactness of ,4Ox(t) (cf. (3)), we may always 
choose a subsequence so that the weak limit of AOx exists. 
Note. It can be seen by (3) and (7) that any sequence {&I, tn + cc as n + 00, 
is a (*) sequence for Type 1 operators. 
The following theorem relative to Type I operators is motivated by work 
of Pazy [6, Corollary 2.5, Theorem 2.11. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be of Type 1, and let x(t) solzje (1). Then x(t) +wk x*, 
where x* E F is a $xed point (i.e., A is weakly demipositive). 
Examples of Type 1 operators include the subdifferentials of proper convex 
lower semicontinuous (1.s.c) functionals [2, p. 21, Example 2.1.4, p. 89, Theorem 
3.10; 4, p. 20, Theorem 3a], the Yosida approximations of maximal monotone 
operators [2, p. 28; 4, p. 20, Theorem 3b, p. 25, Note added in proof], and the 
maximal monotone operators for which F has a nonempty interior [2, p. 92, 
Theorem 3.12; 4, p. 20, Theorem 3d]. 
With regard to Type 2 operators, we state the same result. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be of Type 2. Then x(t) +wk x* EF, where x(t) solves (1). 
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Note that Type 1 C Type 2 C Type 3. Hence the proof of Theorem 3 in 
Section 4 could &ice also for Theorem 2. 
One might think that the class of Type 2 operators is quite extensive, but 
it is not easy to give specific examples that are not Type 1 operators. There are 
coIlections of Type 2 operators that can be described. 
DEFINITION 3. An operator B is weakly closed if I\‘, +mk 2, V, -+u’k ‘~1, 
zy, E i2x, imply that 2 E D(A) and ZJ E A& 
THEOREM 4. &Iaximal monotone weakly demipositive operators A, for which 
the minimal section A0 is weakly closed, are of TJlpe 2. 
Another result of the same sort is as follows. 
THEOREM 5. Rlaximal monotone weakly demipositive operators A, nwhicb. are 
single valued at every poixt y E F, are of TJjpe 2. 
Another collection of operators that can be of Type 2 are the angle-bounded 
operators [3, p. 1231. 
DEFINITION 4. An operator A is called angle bounded if there is a constant 
G > 0 such that for all u, z’, w E D(a), 
(Au - aw, w - Zf) < o(Au - Av, u - V)‘ 19) 
Xote. As usual (9) jolds for any principal section of A [2, p. 29, Defi- 
nition 2.31. Angle-bounded operators are monotone, as can be seen by setting 
zu = z’ in (9). Maximal angle-bounded operators are of course those for which 
the graph in H x H has no proper extension as a monotone set [2, p. 221. 
THEOREM 6. .Maximal angle-bou?zded opwators A which we single valued 
fo? at least one point y. EF are of Type 2. 
In comparing Theorems 5 and 6, we stress that the assumption of angle 
boundedness means that A need be single valued at only one point of F in order 
that it be of Type 2. The proofs of Theorems 4, 5, and 6 are left for Section 4. 
Subdifferentials of proper convex 1.s.c. functionals are maximal angle bounded 
[3, p. 123; 2, pp. 25, 38; 7, pp. 499-5021. Strongly monotone [2, p. 881 Lipschitz 
continuous operators are easily shown to be angle bounded for suitable r7 > 0; 
this class includes Yosida approximations [2, p. 281 of strongly maximal mono- 
tone operators. 
In general, however, we do not know the extent of the collection of nonlinear 
multivalued discontinuous angle-bounded operators. Much work remains to 
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be done in this direction. A useful property in such a study is that if il is angle 
bounded, the same is true of A-r; this was pointed out by F. Browder. 
We can state the following result. 
THEOREM 7. Maximal angle-bounded operators are demipositiz>e, and hence 
weakly demipositive. 
Weakly demipositive operators /l for which A0 is not weakly closed, or which 
are multiple valued at some point in F, may be of Type 3. Likewise the maximal 
angle-bounded operators which are not single valued anywhere in F, if such exist, 
presumably are of Type 3. Type 3 is not superfluous. Besides the Type 1 and 2 
operators, Type 3 includes an example of Bruck [4, p. 20, Theorem 3~1. 
An important question currently under investigation is the characterization 
of operators with weakly closed minimal section. 
4. PROOFS 
There follow in order the proofs of the results stated in Section 3. 
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1. For the necessity, suppose we know that 
x(t) -+wk x* EF as t + co, where x(t) is the solution of (1) for any f E D(4). 
Take a sequence (1%) such that from (6), and for some y. E F, (,4Ox(t,), 
x(t,J - yo) -+ 0 and X(tJ -+-wk x0 for some limit x0 . Such sequences exist 
because of the weak precompactness of the set {x(t); t > 01. Then x0 = x* EF 
by the uniqueness of a weak limit. The weak demipositivity of the operator A 
is therefore implied. 
For the sufficiency, we note that weak demipositivity is just Bruck’s criterion 
[4, p. 171 applied to the sequence ix%}, where X~ = x(t& V, = Aox( and 
(tn} is a (*) sequence relative to some y E F. Here x(t) is of course the solution of 
(1) for any f E D(A). Further steps are the same as Bruck’s. See the proof of 
Theorem 3 for a summary of these steps. 
4.2. Proof of TheoTern 2. Since 11 A”x(t,)/l --f 0, and from (3), I/ Aox(t)il E 1 
as t + W, we see that /I Aox -+ 0. In view of (7), any sequence {tn} such 
that t, - co as 12 -+ co is a (*) sequence. Next we resort to Pazy’s work [6, 
Corollary 2.5, Theorem 2.11, which shows that .z.(t) -+wk x* E F. 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 3. The set (x(t); t > 0) is weakly precompact. 
Letting {tn> be the (*) sequence in Definition 2b, there exists a subsequence 
(tn,} such that x(t,,) -+wk x* as k --t co, for some limit x*. Hence for some 
y EF we know that 
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From (10) we can write 
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whence from a known result [2, p. 27, Proposition 2.51 on the closedness of 
maximal monotone operators in H x Hw and Hw x H (where Hw is H under 
the weak topology), we have 0 E ,4x *. Then ~‘6 EF, where x* is the limit of the 
subsequence zc(Q. From here we must follow these steps of Bruck [4, p. 18]: 
(a) The limit x* is unique for all (*) sequences (relative to y E F). Opial’s 
lemma is involved [4, p. 18, line 111. 
(b) There exist “almost (*) sequences” (s+J, i.e., sequences such that 
there exists a (*) sequence (tn> such that limn+-n(S,n - t,) = 0. “Almost (*) 
sequences” have the property that r(tJ -+*yk x* as n -p CO. 
(c) Any arbitrary sequence {us) with a, ---f wz as IZ + co contains an 
“almost (*) subsequence” (s.J. 
(d) If we do not have x(t) +wk x*, then there exists a sequence 
(cr%j, Go -+ co as z+ co, such that ~(a,) -+lvb x** f x*, by the weak precom- 
pactness of the set {-v(t), t > O}. But {a,} has an “almost (*) subsequence” 
(uTslak), which means that ~(a,!:) +wk x*. 
The contradiction arrived at in (d) ends the proof. 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4. Since 4 is maximal monotone and weakly demi- 
positive, by Theorem 1 we have x(t) +wk X* EF as t - 60, where x(r) is the 
solution of (1) with any initial element f E D(A), and where x* is the 
associated fixed point. From (6) there exists a sequence {t.?J such that 
(AOx( a(&) - “c+) -+ 0 and such that x(Q --+wk x*. By (3), the sequence 
(.A”x(t,J> is bounded, thus weakly precompact, allowing us to extract a sub- 
subsequence {t.,Jsuch that A%c(Q --+mk z’ as k + xjl where ‘u is some weak 
limit. By the assumed weak closedness of ;4”, we have then zl = AOx*. Mence 
v = 0 since X* E F and 4Ox is the element of Ax having minimal norm, x E D(A). 
This ends the proof, since (tn,> is a (*) sequence relative to x*. 
We remark that we actually need only the weak closedness of A0 on the set F. 
4.5. Proof of Theorem 5. The proof starts in the same way as that for 
Theorem 4. There exists a sequence (t(L) such that (14%(tn), x(t,J - x*) -i, C 
and x(tn) -+mk x*, where X* is the fixed point associated by Theorem 1 with 
x(t) for any f E D(A). There is a subsequence {t,n,] such that Aax(t,~) -+wk zt 
as k + 03. Then 
pJAOx(t,& x(Q) = pJAOx(t,J, x*)f = (21, iv*). 
By the same known result cited in proving Theorem 3 [2, p. 27, Proposition 2.53, 
we have v E Ax*. But since x* E F, and since A is single valued on F, we must 
have z’ = 0. This ends the proof, since {L.~,~} is a (*) sequence reIative to x*. 
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4.6. Proof of Theorem 6. Take a (*) se q uence {t%} relative to the element 
y,, E F given in the theorem. From (9) we have, Vzu E D(A) and (J > 0, 
(AOx - AOW, w - y,) < o(AOx(t,), x(tn> - Yo), (11) 
where x(t) is of course the solution of (1) for any f E D(A). The right side of 
(I 1) converges to zero as n -+ co. Then 
lim inf(AOx(tJ - AOw, y0 - w) > 0, VW E D(A). (12) nim 
The boundedness and consequent weak precompactness of {Aox(& based on 
(3), implies, however, that there exists a subsequence {~(t~,)} such that 
A0x(tnJ -+wk ‘z), where ZI G H is some weak limit. Inserting {~(t,~~)> into (12), 
and going to the weak limit, we find that VW E D(A), 
li+i(A”x(t,nk) - AOw, y. - zu) = (u - AOw, y. - w) > 0. 
Since A is maximal monotone, v E Avo . Since A is single valued at y. E F, we 
have zl = 0. This ends the proof. 
4.7. Proof of Theorem 7. Suppose A is maximal angle bounded, and take 
a sequence (xJ such that xn +wk x*, and (A%, , , x, - yO) -+ 0 for some 
y. EF. Such sequences exist by (l), (2) (3), and (6). From (9), VW E D(A) we 
have 
(Boy0 - Aow, zu - x,) < u(A”yo - Aox, , y. - x,), 0 > 0, 
or since we necessarily have Asy, = 0 (because 0 E Aye and Aox is the element 
of Ax with minimal norm, x E D(A) [2, p. 28]), there results, VW E D(A), 
(---BOW, w - x,J < o(--Box, , y. - x,). (13) 
The quantity on the right in (13) converges to zero when n + CO, however. 
Hence VW E D(A), 
lim(AOw, zu - x,) = (AOw, w - x*) > 0. (14) *+,m 
But (14) implies, by the maximal monotonicity of A, that x* EF. This ends 
the proof. 
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